A Hypoxia- and α-Fetoprotein–Dependent Oncolytic Adenovirus Exhibits Specific Killing of Hepatocellular Carcinomas
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Abstract

Purpose: Oncolytic adenoviruses (Ad) constitute a new promising modality of cancer gene therapy that displays improved efficacy over nonreplicating Ads. We have previously shown that an E1B 19-kDa-deleted oncolytic Ad exhibits a strong cell-killing effect but lacks tumor selectivity. To achieve hepatoma-restricted cytotoxicity and enhance replication of Ad within the context of tumor microenvironment, we used a modified human α-fetoprotein (hAFP) promoter to control the replication of Ad with a hypoxia response element (HRE).

Experimental Design: We constructed Ad-HRE6/hAFPΔ19 and Ad-HRE12/hAFPΔ19 that incorporated either 6 or 12 copies of HRE upstream of promoter. The promoter activity and specificity to hepatoma were examined by luciferase assay and fluorescence-activated cell sorting analysis. In addition, the AFP expression- and hypoxia-dependent in vitro cytotoxicity of Ad-HRE6/hAFPΔ19 and Ad-HRE12/hAFPΔ19 was determined by 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide assay and cytopathic effect assay. In vivo tumoricidal activity on subcutaneous and liver orthotopic model was monitored by noninvasive molecular imaging.

Results: Ad-HRE12/hAFPΔ19 exhibited enhanced tumor selectivity and cell-killing activity when compared with Ad-hAFPΔ19. The tumoricidal activity of Ad-HRE12/hAFPΔ19 resulted in significant inhibition of tumor growth in both subcutaneous and orthotopic models. Histologic examination of the primary tumor after treatment confirmed accumulation of viral particles near hypoxic areas. Furthermore, Ad-HRE12/hAFPΔ19 did not cause severe inflammatory immune response and toxicity after systemic injection.

Conclusions: The results presented here show the advantages of incorporating HREs into a hAFP promoter–driven oncolytic virus. This system is unique in that it acts in both a tissue-specific and tumor environment–selective manner. The greatly enhanced selectivity and tumoricidal activity of Ad-HRE12/hAFPΔ19 make it a promising therapeutic agent in the treatment of liver cancers. Clin Cancer Res; 16(24); 6071–82. ©2010 AACR.

Liver cancer is one of the most common types of malignant tumors worldwide. Unfortunately, the poor prognosis associated with this disease escalates it to third on the list of the most common causes of death from cancer (1), and hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is the most prevalent form of liver cancer. Importantly, HCC is known to be resistant to both chemotherapy and radiotherapy. Therefore, alternative therapeutic strategies for treatment are needed (2, 3). Gene therapy has emerged as a treatment option for cancer in the last 15 years (4, 5). To date, adenoviral vectors account for the most common type of viral vector used both in cancer gene therapy and in gene therapy clinical trials (6). Many characteristics have contributed to the favorable status of adenoviruses (Ad) in their application toward cancer gene therapy (7–9). However, the preferential trafficking of Ad vectors to the liver has been postulated as a drawback in achieving efficient gene delivery in vivo. In previous studies, following systemic administration of the Ad in preclinical models, more than 95% of injected vectors were sequestered in the liver (10, 11). In this study, we explored the possibility of utilizing the dominant liver trafficking ability of Ad vectors to target cancer cells in the liver.

Oncolytic Ads represent a relatively novel cancer therapeutic agent. The ability to control viral replication and subsequent cancer cell lysis in a tumor-selective manner makes oncolytic therapy particularly attractive. Furthermore, the replication process enables progeny virion to achieve secondary infection, thereby expanding the therapeutic
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Liver cancer resists both chemotherapy and radiotherapy, so another therapeutic agent is urgently needed. Oncolytic adenovirus (Ad) can satisfy this necessity as a single or combined therapy. However, inhibition of replication of Ads within the context of hypoxic tumor microenvironment has shown limited therapeutic efficacy in both preclinical and clinical trials. To overcome this barrier, we utilized a modified hepatoma-specific promoter that incorporated a hypoxia-response element in front of human α-fetoprotein promoter to target tumor microenvironment. We showed that the transcriptional strength and selectivity of the oncolytic virus were enhanced to achieve hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC)-specific and tumor environment–selective viral replication and tumor killing in cell culture experiments as well as in preclinical liver tumor models. On the basis of this report, we foresee that the novel oncolytic Ad Ad-HRE12/hAFPΔ19, can be a promising therapy for aggressive HCC in a clinical setting.

efficacy of the oncolytic virus. The result is a more effective therapeutic agent than the conventionally used replication-deficient Ad (12, 13). Our group has recently developed an oncolytic Ad devoid of the E1B 19-kDa protein (Ad-ΔE1B19) that exhibits effective cytolytic activity (14). However, one drawback to the use of Ad-ΔE1B19 is that it exhibits relatively weak tumor selectivity. Hence, a strategy to improve its therapeutic activity is to introduce stringent tumor-specific transcriptional regulatory elements to direct the viral replication, namely, the expression of E1A proteins (15).

Human α-fetoprotein (hAFP) is an important biomass marker for HCC. It is a developmentally regulated gene whose activity decreases after birth and becomes undetectable in normal adult tissues. Interestingly, the AFP gene is reactivated to high levels in HCC. Elevated serum levels of AFP have been observed in more than 70% of HCC patients, making AFP a useful diagnostic and prognostic marker of HCC (16–18). Recently, Nakabayashi and colleagues developed a shortened form of the hAFP regulatory region [from −5.1 to −2.9 kb and the proximal minimal promoter (169 bp)] that exhibited strong transcriptional activity even in low AFP-expressing HCCs (19). On the basis of its cell-selective activity, we decided to use the modified hAFP promoter to regulate replication of our oncolytic Ads to target AFP-expressing HCCs. A potential drawback to the use of tissue-selective promoters, to direct E1A gene expression, is that it displays relatively weaker transcriptional activity than the strong constitutive promoter such as CMV (cytomegalovirus) and SV40 (Simian virus 40). To circumvent this obstacle, we incorporated tumor-selective control elements to augment viral replication. Although mammalian tissues exist at 2% to 9% oxygen (O2) conditions, tumor environment is known to be hypoxic, exhibiting a median O2 level of 1.3% (20, 21).

Hence, we integrated hypoxia response elements (HRE; ref. 22) into our oncolytic Ads in conjunction with the modified hAFP promoter in order to achieve more robust and selective cytotoxicity against HCCs.

In this report, we investigated the possibility of exploiting the dominant liver trafficking ability of Ad vectors as a treatment of HCCs. We constructed Ad-HRE6A/hAFPΔ19 and Ad-HRE6F/hAFPΔ19 oncolytic Ads that incorporated either 6 or 12 copies of HRE upstream of the hAFP promoter. We showed that the transcriptional strength and selectivity of the oncolytic virus were enhanced to achieve HCC-specific and tumor microenvironment–selective viral replication and tumor killing in cell culture experiments, as well as in preclinical liver tumor models. On the basis of this report, we foresee that the novel oncolytic Ad Ad-HRE6F/hAFPΔ19 can be a promising therapy for aggressive HCCs.

Materials and Methods

Cell lines and cell culture

The cell lines were purchased from American Type Culture Collection and were cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (Gibco BRL) or modified Eagle’s medium (Gibco BRL) supplemented with 10% of fetal bovine serum (Gibco BRL), penicillin (100 IU/mL), and streptomycin (50 μg/mL). All cell lines were maintained at 37°C in a humidified incubator at 5% CO2. Hypoxia was achieved using prewarmed aluminum hypoxic chambers evacuated through the use of 94% N2/5% CO2. Oxygen concentration was controlled to the desired levels of 1%.

Construction of replication-incompetent and -competent Ads

To construct the modified hAFP promoter, we obtained the pA5.1[A2.7]-CAT plasmid from Dr. Tamaoki’s group (University of Calgary, Alberta, Canada). The HRE fragment was obtained from the 5′-flanking region of the VEGF gene by PCR using primers 5′-TCGAGCCACAG-TGCAACGTGCCCTCAACAGGCCTCTTCATGAGC-3′ and 3′-CGGTGTCACTATGCACTCCAGGAGGTGTTGCACAGGAAGAC-AGCT-5′. The repeat of HRE was generated by the concatemerization of the PCR product. HREs were inserted upstream of the modified hAFP promoter to generate shuttle vectors for both replication-incompetent and -competent Ads. The shuttle vectors and pmd/324BstBI were linearized with XmnI and BstBI and transformed into BJ5183 bacteria for homologous recombination to generate Ad plasmid vectors. All Ad plasmids were digested with PacI and transfected and propagated in 293A cells. Virus was then purified using CsCl gradient. Ads were titered in 293A cells by using the TCID50 method.

Fluorescence-activated cell-sorting analysis

To assess both the specificity and transcriptional activity of modified AFP promoters, fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) analysis was carried out. Cells were infected with Ad-expressing green fluorescent protein (GFP) under
the control of modified AFP promoters at the indicated viral particles (VP) per cell (2,000 VPs/cell for Huh-7, Hep3B, and A549; 5,000 VPs/cell for Hep1 and CBHEL; 10,000 VPs/cell for BI). At 48 hours postinfection, cells were harvested with dissociation solution (Sigma) and washed with PBS 3 times. GFP expression levels from each group were analyzed by FACScan (Beckton-Dickinson). Data were collected from 10,000 cells and analyzed with the CellQuest software (BD Biosciences Immunocytometry Systems).

**Replication-incompetent Ads in human liver cancer**

To establish Hep3B or Hep1 tumors, 1 × 10^7 cells of Hep3B or 5 × 10^5 cells of Hep1 were injected subcutaneously into the abdomen of 7-week-old male athymic nu/nu mice (Chungang Animal). When tumor volume reached about 200 mm^3, each animal received intratumoral injection of (5 × 10^5 VPs) for 3 consecutive days. At 4 days after last administration, tumors were collected, fixed in 10% formalin, and embedded in paraffin (Wax-it). Tumor sections were stained with anti-GFP monoclonal antibody (MAB3580; Chemicon).

**Cytopathic effect assay**

To evaluate the cytopathic effect (CPE) by oncolytic Ad infection, cells were plated onto 24-well plates, grown until approximately 40% to 80% confluent, and infected with Ad-ΔE1B19, Ad-hAFPΔ19, Ad-HRE12/hAFPΔ19, or Ad-HRE12/hAFPΔ19 at 20 to 10,000 VPs/cell. At 3 to 16 days postinfection, plates were gently washed with PBS and stained with 0.5% crystal violet in 50% methanol for 1 hour. Cells were then washed with water and dried.

**MTT assay**

To assess the cytotoxic effect of the virus, cells were seeded onto 24-well plates at 2 × 10^4 to 1 × 10^5 cells per well and infected with oncolytic Ads. Cells were incubated in hypoxia or normoxia. At the indicated times postinfection, 250 μL of MTT [3-(4,5-dimethylthiazolyl-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide; Sigma] in PBS (2 mg/mL) was added to each well following media removal. Cells were then incubated for 4 hours at 37°C. The formed precipitates were then dissolved in 1 mL of dimethylsulfoxide. Cell viability was determined by measuring absorbance at 540 nm, using a microplate reader. Nontreated groups at each day were set as 100% viability.

**Replication-competent Ads in human liver cancer**

The Hep3B tumor was established as described previously. When tumor volumes reached 150 to 200 mm^3, each oncolytic Ad (5 × 10^5 VPs) was intratumorally administered on days 0, 2, and 4. Tumor growth was assessed by caliper measurements, and the volume was calculated (Volume = 0.523 × length × width^2). At 7 days post–final injection, tumors were collected. Sections were stained with anti-Ad polyclonal antibody (AB1056; Chemicon) and antipimonidazole monoclonal antibody (HP1-100; Chemicon).

**Orthotopic model of human liver cancer**

Hep3B cells (1 × 10^6), which stably express firefly luciferase, mixed with growth factor–containing Matrigel (BD Biosciences) were injected into the left liver lobe of athymic nude mice (Charles River). At 15 days postimplantation, blood was harvested by retro-orbital bleeding, and AFP level was analyzed by ELISA (R&D Systems). When the level of AFP expression reached approximately 300 ng/mL, mice were divided into 3 separate groups in order to receive systemic treatment of PBS, 1 × 10^10 VPs of Ad-hAFPΔ19 or Ad-HRE12/hAFPΔ19 (n = 7, each group). Blood was collected at days 0 and 32. Optical imaging was carried out on days 0, 11, 18, 25, and 32 with IVIS SPECTRUM (Xenogen). Imaged signals were quantitatively analyzed with IGOR-PRO Living Image software (Xenogen). At 32 days after first treatment, tumors were collected, imaged, weighed, and finally sectioned. The E1A, hexon, and pimonidazole were detected from sections and then processed for fluorescent staining by Alexa fluor 568 goat anti-rabbit IgG (Invitrogen), Alexa fluor 488 goat antimouse IgG (Invitrogen), or Alexa fluor 568 rabbit anti-goat IgG (Invitrogen), respectively.

**The measurement of inflammatory cytokine and toxicity studies**

The inflammatory immune response and toxicity were examined after systemic injection of PBS (n = 7), 2 × 10^10 VPs of Ad-ΔE1B19 (n = 7), or Ad-HRE12/hAFPΔ19 (n = 7). At 6 hours postinjection, serum was harvested by retro-orbital bleeding and analyzed to detect interleukin 6 (IL-6) level (DY406; R&D System). At 3 days posttreatment, mice were sacrificed and blood and organs (liver, spleen, kidney, stomach, muscle, heart, and lung) were obtained. From serum, the aspartate aminotransferase (AST) and alanine aminotransferase (ALT) levels were determined. Examination for toxicity was carried out by BIOTOXTECH Corporation. The harvested organs were sectioned, and representative sections were stained by hematoxylin and eosin (H&E).

**Statistical analysis**

The data are shown as mean ± SE. Statistical comparison was made using Stat View software (Abacus Concepts) and the Mann–Whitney test (nonparametric rank-sum test). The criterion for statistical significance was taken as P < 0.05.

**Results**

**Selective and increased GFP expression by HREs**

To confirm the selectivity of the hAFP promoter and assess the impact of incorporating HREs, we assayed the reporter activities of HREs/hAFP combination in plasmids (Supplementary Fig. 1A) and replication-incompetent Ads (Fig. 1A). The hAFP promoter was active only in AFP-positive HCCs (Huh-7 and Hep3B). Moreover, the combined use of HREs with the hAFP promoter resulted in increased expression in hypoxia (Supplementary Fig. S1B). Figure 1B shows the transcriptional activity of hAFP- or
Fig. 1. HREs and hAFP promoter activity and selectivity test by replication-incompetent Ads in vitro and in vivo. A, GFP-expressing replication-incompetent Ads: Ad-ΔE1/CMV/GFP, Ad-ΔE1/hAFP/GFP, Ad-ΔE1/HRE6/hAFP/GFP, and Ad-ΔE1/HRE12/hAFP/GFP. B, all cells were transduced with each Ad (Huh-7, Hep3B, and A549 at 2,000 VPs; Hep1 and CBHEL at 5,000 VPs; BJ at 10,000 VPs) and incubated under normoxia or hypoxia. The transcriptional activity of CMV promoter was set as 100% in each cell line. Error bars represent ± SE. *, P < 0.05 versus Ad-ΔE1/hAFP/GFP treatment; **, P < 0.01 versus Ad-ΔE1/hAFP/GFP treatment. C, replication-incompetent Ads were intratumorally injected to Hep3B and Hep1 tumors. The tumor sections were stained by anti-GFP antibody. GFP appeared as brown color in tumor sections. 1, PBS; 2, Ad-ΔE1/CMV/GFP; 3, Ad-ΔE1/hAFP/GFP; 4, Ad-ΔE1/HRE6/hAFP/GFP; 5, Ad-ΔE1/HRE12/hAFP/GFP.
HREs/hAFP-controlled replication-incompetent Ads in different cell lines (the AFP levels of HCC: Huh-7, high; Hep3B and HepG2, moderate; Hep1, negative). The hAFP promoter exhibited specific GFP expression in AFP-positive HCCs as expected. In Huh-7, AFP-expressing HCC, Ad-ΔE1/hAFP/GFP expressed 13% and 10% of Ad-ΔE1/CMV/GFP under normoxia and hypoxia, respectively. In marked contrast, the incorporation of HREs augmented hAFP-driven activity to 36% and 69% by Ad-ΔE1/HRE6/hAFP/GFP, under normoxia and hypoxia, respectively, and the Ad-ΔE1/HRE12/hAFP/GFP exhibited 48% and 93% of Ad-ΔE1/CMV/GFP. Together, these results indicated that in Huh-7, the incorporation of HREs augmented gene expression 7-to-9-fold under hypoxia. Similar results were observed in Hep3B, another AFP-positive HCC. Ad-ΔE1/HRE6/hAFP/GFP and Ad-ΔE1/HRE12/hAFP/GFP exhibited 4- and 5-fold increases, respectively, relative to Ad-ΔE1/hAFP/GFP in normoxia. Surprisingly, HRE-integrated vectors achieved expression levels, exceeding that of the Ad-ΔE1/CMV/GFP in hypoxia, as the activity of Ad-ΔE1/HRE6/hAFP/GFP and Ad-ΔE1/HRE12/hAFP/GFP in Hep3B was 151% and 215% of that of Ad-ΔE1/CMV/GFP, respectively (Fig. 1B). The transcriptional activity of hAFP and HREs/hAFP seemed to be very low in AFP-negative cancer cell lines, Hep1 and A549, whereas a slight increase in GFP expression was observed under hypoxia. Importantly, negligible expression was seen in normal cells (BJ and CBHEL). Overall, the incorporation of HREs exhibited selective transcriptional activation in AFP-positive HCCs and further augmented the levels of expression under hypoxia, without affecting promoter selectivity.

After confirming the selective activity of the hAFP and HREs/hAFP promoter, the activity of these vectors in 2 HCC tumor models was examined (Fig. 1C). As shown, GFP expression derived from hAFP and HREs/hAFP promoter was detected only in Hep3B tumors but not in Hep1 tumors, an AFP-negative HCC. Parallel to the in vitro results, HRE6- and HRE12-incorporated hAFP constructs exhibited augmented expression over vector with hAFP alone. These results reaffirm that the designed specific expression control of the hAFP promoter and the augmentation effects of HREs remain functional in Ad vectors for in vivo applications in tumor xenografts.

**Induction of CPE by HREs**

Given that the hAFP and HREs could achieve specific and augmented gene expression controls in replication-deficient Ads, we proceed to use these elements to construct a series of oncolytic Ads (Fig. 2A). We first determined whether these oncolytic Ads could achieve cytoytic activity in an AFP expression–dependent manner. As shown in Fig. 2B and Supplementary Fig. S2A, hAFP- and HRE6/hAFP-driven oncolytic Ads exhibited selective cytoyticity in AFP-positive HCCs. For example, in Hep3B cells, Ad-HRE6/hAFPΔ19 exhibited 5- and 10-fold stronger cytoyticity over Ad-hAFPΔ19 under normoxia and hypoxia, respectively. This augmentation was further increased with Ad-HRE12/hAFPΔ19 to 7- and 20-fold. Negligible cytoyticity was seen with the hAFP alone in other cell lines. Low-level cytotoxicity was observed with the HREs/hAFP in other cancer cell lines at higher MOIs, which likely attributed to hypoxia. No cytotoxicity was seen in normal cell lines in normoxia or hypoxia.

To further validate the cell-killing effects of the oncolytic Ads, cell viability assays were carried out at various time points (Fig. 2C; Supplementary Fig. S2B). Viability of mock-infected cells was set as 100% in each cell line. Again, Ad-hAFPΔ19, Ad-HRE6/hAFPΔ19, and Ad-HRE12/hAFPΔ19 exhibited cytoyticity only in AFP-positive HCCs. These effects were further enhanced under hypoxia, depending on the number of HREs. Moreover, the IC₅₀ on Hep3B cell line was determined, as followed by Ad-ΔΕ1B19, 5 VPs; Ad-hAFPΔ19, 692 VPs; Ad-HRE6/hAFPΔ19, 143 VPs; and Ad-HRE12/hAFPΔ19, 104 VPs in normoxia. In hypoxic condition, the IC₅₀ was Ad-ΔΕ1B19 5 VPs; Ad-hAFPΔ19, 553 VPs; Ad-HRE6/hAFPΔ19, 58 VPs; and Ad-HRE12/hAFPΔ19, 22 VPs. In Hep1 cells, weak cytotoxic effects were observed with the vectors with HREs under hypoxia. In contrast, Ad-ΔΕ1B19 exhibited cytoyticity in all other cell lines under both normoxia and hypoxia. From these experiments, we have shown that the hAFP promoter specifically controls expression of E1A proteins for viral replication in AFP-positive HCCs. In addition, incorporation of the HREs successfully augmented the CPE, especially under hypoxia.

**Enhanced antitumor effect in the subcutaneous model**

To evaluate and compare the antitumoral effects of oncolytic Ads, the growth of Hep3B tumors was monitored following intratumoral injection of the Ads. Figure 3A shows that tumor growth was suppressed by all viruses administered. The Ad-hAFPΔ19 showed 71% growth suppression (707.5 ± 302.2 mm³) compared with PBS-injected tumors (2,437.0 ± 734.4 mm³) on day 26. Ad-HRE6/hAFPΔ19 and Ad-HRE12/hAFPΔ19 exhibited much stronger tumor growth suppression, with tumor sizes of 126.3 ± 66.9 and 23.7 ± 16.4 mm³, which were 5% and 1% the size of the sham-treated tumor, respectively. Particularly, growth suppression by Ad-HRE12/hAFPΔ19 was comparable with the potent Ad-ΔΕ1B19 (39.2 ± 19.0 mm³). Similar therapeutic effects were observed in a second Hep1 tumor model (Supplementary Fig. S3). Parallel to the results in cell culture experiments, insertion of HREs into Ad-hAFPΔ19 resulted in augmented in vivo tumoricidal activity that rivaled the most potent replication-competent Ad in our hand, Ad-ΔΕ1B19. To elucidate viral replication of these oncolytic viruses, we conducted immunohistochemical staining for Ad hexon protein in the tumor. Hypoxic regions of the tumor were also identified by pimonidazole staining. As shown in Fig. 3B, Ad hexon protein was detected in tumors treated with replication-competent Ads. As expected, the localization of Ad-HRE6/hAFPΔ19 and Ad-HRE12/hAFPΔ19 progeny VPs was overlapped with hypoxic regions, in addition to the normoxic regions, showing that the insertion of HREs can overcome the suppressed Ad replication in hypoxic condition. In marked contrast, VPs of Ad-ΔΕ1B19 and Ad-hAFPΔ19...
Fig. 2. In vitro cytotoxicity assay by HREs-hAFP oncolytic Ads. A, Ad-ΔE1B19 contains intact E1A and E1B55k. Other 3 vectors use hAFP promoter to drive E1A and 6 or 12 HREs are fused, Ad-hAFPΔ19, Ad-HRE₆/hAFPΔ19, and Ad-HRE₁₂/hAFPΔ19, respectively. B, cells were infected with replication-competent Ads at various VPs ranging from 20 to 50,000 and incubated under normoxia or hypoxia. Cells were thereafter incubated up to 17 days until being fixed and stained. C, cells were infected with Ad-ΔE1B19 (■), Ad-hAFPΔ19 (▲), Ad-HRE₆/hAFPΔ19 (●), or Ad-HRE₁₂/hAFPΔ19 (△) at the following VPs (50 VPs for Hep3B; 100 VPs for A549; 2,000 VPs for CBHEL) per cell. ●, untreated cells. Uninfected cells were calculated as 100% at the same time points.
were not detected in hypoxic condition, implying that viral replication was inhibited in hypoxic tumor region. These results suggest that the insertion of HREs not only augmented antitumor activity of oncolytic Ads but also concentrated viral replication in hypoxia of tumors.

**Therapeutic efficacy in orthotopic HCC after systemic administration**

Following successful treatment of subcutaneous HCCs, we decided to evaluate the therapeutic efficacy in orthotopic liver cancer. In this experiment, we utilized 2 noninvasive methods to monitor tumor growth that includes bioluminescence imaging and serum AFP levels. As shown in Fig. 4A, tumors continued to grow for 4 weeks in PBS-treated mice. In contrast, mice treated with Ad-hAFPA19 and Ad-HRE12/hAFPA19 exhibited significantly slower tumor growth rates. At 4 weeks posttreatment, the increase in total flux in Ad-hAFPA19- and Ad-HRE12/hAFPA19–treated animals averaged 8.5- and 3.2-fold higher than the initial measurement, indicating 45.7% and 86.3% growth suppression, respectively (Fig. 4B). By tumor weight measurement at 4 weeks after treatment, suppression of tumor growth was 56.9% and 86.7% by Ad-hAPPA19 and Ad-HRE12/hAFPA19, respectively (Fig. 4C). By the serum marker AFP, the average increase in sham-treated mice was 107-fold, whereas Ad-hAFPA19 and Ad-HRE12/hAFPA19 treatment suppressed the AFP levels to 41.2% and 18.6% of control, respectively (Fig. 4D). As shown in Fig. 5A, Hep3B orthotopic liver tumor volume was smaller in response to treatment with Ad-HRE12/hAFPA19 than either PBS or Ad-hAFPA19 treatment. Immunohistochemical analyses of tumor sections revealed higher expression of E1A in Ad-HRE12/hAFPA19–treated tumors than in Ad-hAFPA19–treated tumors (Fig. 5B). Moreover, as shown in Fig. 5C, there is a close association of VPs (hexon staining in green) and hypoxia (pimonidazole staining in red) in Ad-HRE12/hAFPA19–treated tumors. These results suggest that the inserted HRE12 augments transcriptional activity of HCC-specific hAFP promoter, thus enabling Ad-HRE12/hAFPA19 to achieve not only more potent oncolytic activity than the Ad-hAFPA19 virus but also in a hypoxia-responsive and AFP-targeted manner.

**Reduced immune response and toxicity after systemic treatment of Ad-HRE12/hAFPA19 oncolytic Ads**

To analyze immune response and toxicity after systemic treatment of Ads, the levels of IL-6, AST, and ALT in serum were determined. At 6 hours after systemic viral injection, we observed remarkably enhanced IL-6 expression in Ad-ΔE1B19–treated group (156.63 ± 26.14 pg/mL) that was 8-fold above baseline level in PBS-treated group (19.83 ± 1.46 pg/mL). In marked contrast, the level of IL-6 was not markedly increased in Ad-HRE12/hAFPA19 group (30.54 ± 2.35 pg/mL) compared with baseline level (Fig. 6A). Elevated serum transaminase levels were also detected in animals 3 days after treatment with Ad-ΔE1B19 (ALT, 1,625.6 ± 434.3 U/L; AST, 1,514.2 ± 464.7 U/L), whereas
the liver enzyme levels in all Ad-HRE_{12}/hAFPΔ19–injected mice were in the normal range (ALT, 7–227 U/L; AST, 37–329 U/L). From H&E staining of organs in Fig. 6C, we detected tissue damage by the treatment of Ad-ΔE1B19 in lung, liver, and kidney. However, no abnormalities were observed in Ad-HRE_{12}/hAFPΔ19–injected group. Taken together, these results support that Ad-HRE_{12}/hAFPΔ19 has a potent antitumor activity with no inflammatory immune response and normal tissue toxicity.

**Discussion**

HCC, the most common form of the liver cancer, is known to be highly resistant to chemotherapy and radiotherapy. Because of its poor prognosis, an alternative approach to combat HCCs is urgently needed. To this end, we have worked to develop a safe and efficient HCC-targeted oncolytic Ad by utilizing the hAFP promoter. To date, a number of gene therapy strategies have utilized the AFP promoter to target HCCs. For instance, it has been used to drive the expression of HSV-TK suicide gene (23, 24). We and others have also incorporated the AFP promoter into an oncolytic Ad (25–27). Although these studies could show HCC-restricted transgene expression by the hAFP promoter, limited therapeutic efficacy was achieved. We postulate that this limited efficacy is most likely due to low transcriptional activity by the hAFP promoter. Hence, we integrated HREs into our oncolytic system in order to augment the transcriptional level of the AFP promoter.

Hypoxia is a process that is regulated by the transcription factor HIF-1, which activates gene expression by binding to an HRE (28). In rapidly growing malignant tumors and their metastases, hypoxia is a very common phenomenon.
Hence, a favorable tumor-targeting strategy is to use HRE to drive transgene expression (29–32). Of interest, several physiologic conditions triggered under hypoxia can specifically interfere with hAFP promoter–driven oncolytic processes. For example, a negative element in the AFP gene regulatory region has been reported to counter the actions of HIF-1a and specifically worked to repress its expression under hypoxia (33). In addition, hypoxia is known to have a direct impact on oncolytic Ad gene therapy by suppressing viral replication through reduced E1A protein expression (34, 35). In this study, we fused HREs to the hAFP promoter to control Ad replication in our oncolytic system. We anticipate 3 potential advantages to this strategy. First, the HREs can serve as an enhancer to augment the transcriptional activity of the hAFP promoter. Second, the HREs can act to achieve added tumor selectivity by targeting the hypoxic environment encountered in tumors. Third, as mentioned earlier, AFP expression in HCC is not ubiquitous but is approximately 70%. The inclusion of HRE and hypoxia targeting could broaden the therapeutic efficacy of our oncolytic virus to impact AFP-negative or AFP-low HCCs.

We first compared the transcriptional activity and selectivity of hAFP and HREs/hAFP promoter constructs in a systematic manner. Our results consistently showed that HREs/hAFP promoter–driven systems retained selectivity by restricting expression in AFP-positive HCCs, while remaining silent in normal cells. The HRE-mediated transcriptional augmentation occurred as expected in a hypoxia-responsive manner, and was proportional to the number of repeats of HRE. We observed HRE-mediated transcriptional augmentation in both high and moderate

Fig. 5. The photograph and immunohistochemistry of liver orthotopic model. A, picture of Hep3B liver cancer on orthotopic model. At 4 weeks after treatment, mice were sacrificed, and tumor tissues were harvested. B, viral protein (E1A) was examined on the tumor sections obtained from liver orthotopic model of Hep3B xenografts. Sections were stained with Ad E1A (red) and DAPI (blue) in 2 different magnifications. C, relationships between hexon and hypoxia were examined, stained with hexon-specific Ab (green) and pimonidazole (red).
AFP-expressing cells. Interestingly, this augmentation was more robust in moderate AFP-expressing cells. For instance, in high AFP-expressing HuH-7 cells, the vector with 12 repeats of HRE (Ad-ΔE1/ΔE19/hAFP/GFP) exhibited nearly 10-fold higher expression than the vector with hAFP alone in hypoxia. In moderate AFP-expressing Hep3B cells, the same vector exhibited more than 20-fold higher activity, even higher than those of CMV promoter. However, this dramatic increase in HRE-inserted AFP promoter activity over CMV promoter was not observed in Hep3B tumor model (Fig. 1C). Given this discrepancy between in vitro and in vivo tumor models, one possibility brought forth is that the concentration of oxygen is variable depending on the size and area of tumor tissues whereas the percentage of oxygen in in vitro experiments can be tightly controlled using hypoxia chamber.

The specific and regulated expression profiles displayed by the chimeric HREs/hAFP reporter constructs encouraged us to use the same approach to develop oncolytic Ad vectors in which the E1A gene is regulated by the HREs/hAFP promoter. We thoroughly characterized and compared the CPEs of the novel oncolytic viruses, including the Ad-hAFPΔ19, Ad-HRE12/hAFPΔ19, and Ad-HRE12/hAFPΔ19. Again, the therapeutic capabilities of the hAFP-targeted oncolytic virus recapitulated the promising findings that were observed in reporter vectors. Specifically, incorporation of HREs, especially the HRE12, upstream of the hAFP promoter greatly accentuated the CPEs of the oncolytic Ad in both high and moderate AFP-expressing HCCs and even in AFP-negative Hep1 cells under hypoxia. Remarkably, the Ad-HRE12/hAFPΔ19 could achieve cell-killing activity that rivals that of the potent but non–cancer-selective replicating Ad, Ad-ΔE1B19, while also maintaining HCC cell-discriminating ability in an exquisite AFP- and hypoxia-restricted manner.

We further tested the therapeutic activities in preclinical models of HCC, a subcutaneous and an orthotopic Hep3B xenograft model. We were able to clearly observe the superior therapeutic efficacy of systematically administered Ad-HRE12/hAFPΔ19 therapy in liver-implanted Hep3B tumor model. Because of the deep intra-abdominal location of the orthotopic liver tumors, we applied several methods to track and assess tumor growth including photon flux measured by bioluminescent imaging of the luciferase-marked Hep3B cells, serum AFP levels, and endpoint tumor weight. The results from these 3 methods correlated very well and showed more effective inhibition of tumor growth by Ad-HRE12/hAFPΔ19 over Ad-hAFPΔ19. We anticipate that intravenous administration would disperse Ads more evenly within the tumor compared with intratumoral injection and would deliver the vector preferential to well-vascularized, normoxic areas within the tumor. Yet, detail histologic analyses revealed an increased magnitude and prevalent localization of progeny virus in hypoxic region of tumors after systemic delivery of Ad-HRE12/hAFPΔ19 compared with that of Ad-hAFPΔ19. These data are consistent with the notion that the incorporated HREs are directing heightened viral replication and tumor lysis compared with...
Ad-hAFP19. The remarkable selectivity of Ad-HRE12/hAFP19 coupled to its reduced inflammatory immune response and tissue toxicity supports the idea that this chimeric oncolytic virus could achieve both potent and safe therapeutic outcomes in treating HCCs.

A previous report by Ido and colleagues (36) has shown that fusing an HRE from the VEGF gene to the AFP promoter successfully increased the expression and therapeutic efficacy of a retroviral-vector-mediated suicide gene therapy strategy. The approaches taken in this study differ from the prior report in several aspects. First, compared with the proximal 0.3-kb hAFP promoter utilized in the previous study, the current hAFP promoter is more extensive, consisting of an upstream 2-kb enhancer region fused to the 169-bp proximal promoter, and is more potent and selective. Second, we expanded the number of incorporated HREs greatly to 6 and 12 copies. A clear copy-number-dependent augmentation of activity was observed in our study. Third, we incorporated the HRE-mediated transcriptional augmentation in the context of a replicating oncolytic virus, which is likely to be much more potent than the replication-deficient retroviral-mediated gene therapy strategy reported. To our knowledge, this is the first study reporting on the use of the improved chimeric HREs/hAFP promoters to drive an oncolytic Ad therapeutic system. We thoroughly tested and showed the unique ability of the most advanced vector Ad-HRE12/hAFP19 to unleash its potent cytotoxic activity in both a tumor environment–selective and a liver tumor–specific manner.

Several oncolytic Ad vectors are being tested in ongoing clinical trials. For instance, China recently approved the world’s first oncolytic Ad, HB101, as a cancer therapeutic agent (http://www.bgwicc.org.cn/english/2437.html). This HB101 vector, a kid to the EIB 55-kD-deleted virus Onyx-015 (37), was developed by China’s Sunway Biotech Company. Moreover, we have also observed promising results in early clinical tests in patients with solid tumors, using an oncolytic Ad regulated by the cancer-selective modified TERT promoter (38) developed by our group. Current oncolytic Ad therapy is mainly delivered by intratumoral injection. Because of limited intratumoral viral spread, the efficacy of this mode of therapy might be suboptimal. An important direction to advance oncolytic Ads for future clinical applications is to develop novel vectors capable of targeting both primary and metastatic cancer lesions by systemic delivery. This approach could achieve more evenly distributed gene transfer within the tumors and more effective therapeutic outcomes, as shown in this study. The work presented here shows the feasibility of targeting and treating metastatic tumors in the liver by systemic oncolytic viral therapy. The success of this approach was aided by the well-documented preferential vector delivery to the liver after systemic delivery (39–41). This study shows the promising results of using the exquisite transcriptional selectivity of HRE/hAFP promoter to direct oncolytic viral therapy. Potent and cancer-specific transcriptional regulation constitutes an important fundamental technology to integrate further surface engineering to achieve safe, effective, and targeted oncolytic viral therapy in the medical management of aggressive HCCs.
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